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Institutions
• inst’s ≠ organizations
• inst’s are formal and informal rules
• inst’s matter greatly for outcomes
• institutional change may be subtle or
momentous

• water examples you know about?
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Property Institutions
• Major forms
• open access – the complete absence of rules
• common property – ownership by a common that
has its own rules

• state property – the “state” (some level of gov’t)
is the owner and establishes rules

•

private property – ownership is assigned to
individuals and they can transfer it
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Property Institutions
open access ↔ common ↔ state ↔ private
Some of the questions:

• which type(s) should be utilized, to what degree,
how blended with the others?

• how is the selection to be quantitatively
specified?

• are modifications to water use allowed and how
are approvals obtained?
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Property Institutions
open access
common property
state property
private property

•

imagine how these forms
might apply to water
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First Theorem of
Welfare Economics
• Under the right conditions, marketing (of private
property) achieves neutral eﬃciency (either
static or dynamic as appropriate).

• Among the assumed conditions:

no market

failures exist

•

imagine how this result
might apply to water
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First Theorem
• Unfortunately, water is a commodity fraught with
market failures.

• erodes our confidence in private property and
marketing

• but also troubles other property forms such as
state property (and its regulations) too
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Market Failures
• Why is water so highly impacted by market failures?
• it flows and is not destroyed in use
• i.e., the water cycle
• thus two-party trades tend to aﬀect other people
more often than not
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Market Failures
• To the extent Market Failures are present, we
become suspicious about the market’s ability to
achieve neutral eﬃciency.

• But can nonmarket inst’s (esp. common or state
property) do any better? Maybe. Maybe not.

• Close attention to market failure problems can help
greatly by suggesting corrective policies (i.e. other
institutions).
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Market Failure Types
1. Public goods (nonrival and nonexclusive goods)
2.Externalities – when market exchanges aﬀect 3rd
parties
3. Natural monopolies – when competition actually
increases the costs of producing a good and
would be bad for clients
4.Overdiscounting – when pdr>sdr and dynamic
decisions are being made by private parties
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Two Implications
1. don’t be a water marketing zealot
2.institutional blends can be appropriate for water

• one can say these blends draw from either
common ↔ state ↔ private property forms
or
nonmarket ↔ market policy
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1. Public Goods
•

nonrival – use by one
person doesn’t diminish
amount of water
available for others

•

nonexclusive – it’s too
costly to exclude people
who don’t pay
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Public Good Consequences
• free riding occurs in a marketplace
• not enough funds are generated for a market to
achieve eﬃcient levels of public good provision

• have to turn to nonmarket policy options,
especially state property and governmental
provision of the good

• funding is obtained from some type of tax
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2. Externalities
•

when market-based
bargains and outcomes
aﬀect third parties

•

so market activities
don’t account for their
full range of eﬀects

•

⇒ ineﬃciently high, bad
outcomes & ineﬃciently
low, good outcomes for
third parties
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Externality Short List
• return flow externalities
• instream flow eﬀects
• pumping cost externalities
• saltwater intrusion externalities
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Externality Options
• To fix, we have to either involve 3rd parties
in trades or account for impacts upon 3rd
parties by blending in a nonmarket approach

• that’s informationally demanding and
potentially costly (causing transaction
costs for all parties and the government)
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Externality Options
• Fully nonmarket policy options are costly
too

• can they do better?
• Consider a case.
• case-by-case resolution is called for
• that is, no silver bullets
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3. Natural Monopolies
•

This is a production
setting in which average
cost per unit of output
continually declines as
output rises,
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•

so average costs are
lowest when there is a
single producer.
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Natural Monopoly Options
• Simple:

it’s best to have a single supplier.

• Ongoing issue:

privately or publicly owned?

• i.e. “privatization”?
• Full treatment of this question postponed to
Chapter 11 as it primarily relates to retail
water supply organization apart from water
scarcity concerns.
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4. Overdiscounting
fully developed
in Chap. 3
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Overdiscounting Options
• Individuals are overly depletive in their personal
choices and market transactions,

• so any corrective policy will have to constrain
freedoms or encourage better behaviors

• regulate?

state ownership? tax? incentives?
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lite Property Theory
because

• sometimes we change or create property
with new water policy

• there’s lots of misconceptions
• you might need to be able to discuss it
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Property Theory

1. How should new property be distributed?
2.Property is highly dimensioned.
3. Property rights are two-sided.
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How should new property be distributed?
• first come, first serve?
• sectoral preferences?
• auction?
• lottery?
• etc.?
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How should new property be distributed?
• What is the most eﬃcient way?
• What if this property is going to be
transferable?

• One piece of information:

Coase Theorem

★

We get neutral eﬃciency regardless of initial
distribution.

★

Where we end up on neutral eﬃciency
frontier is aﬀected by initial distribution.
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Property Is Highly Dimensioned
• Ownership is never absolute.

“bundle of sticks”

water examples
a. Can you store it, sell it, lease it, dump it?
b. Can you use it in any way you want?
c. In perpetuity? Term permit?
d. Can “your” water be intercepted upstream?
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All Property Rights Are Two-Sided

• One person’s or group’s “rights” are equally
balanced by opposing parties’ “duties”.

• so empowering one agent’s latitudes for
using water necessarily limits others
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